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ABSTRACT 
The paper deals with the establishment of relationships between two differ- 
ent types of invariants defined on matrix pencils and polynomial matrices and 
highlights their significance in the context of linear systems. For general singular 
matrix pencil sF - G the Grassmann invariants of the pencil are introduced as 
the column, row Grassmann representatives go(F, G), gr(F, G) t, and their corre- 
sponding Pliicker matrices, Pc (F, G), Pr (F, G). The properties of these new invari- 
ants of matrix pencils are established. These results provide alternative means 
for classifying the different families of matrix pencils, which are important for 
the characterization f properties in linear systems. Finally, the relationship be- 
tween the Grassmann-Pli ieker invariants of a general rational transfer function 
matrix and the system matrix pencil of a minimal realization is derived. The 
latter results provide means for the computation of transfer function Pliicker ma- 
trices from state space descriptions, as well as enable the linking of state space 
Kronecker invariants to the Pliicker invariants of transfer functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory  of invariants and structura l  propert ies of l inear state space 
type systems is int imate ly  related to the theory of Kronecker invariants [1] 
of appropr ia te  system pencils [2-6]. Another  important  family of invariants 
of l inear systems are the different ypes of rat ional  Grassmann representa-  
t ives (R(s )  -GRs)  and associated Pli icker matr ices [7] of different rat ional  
vector spaces associated with the system; these invariants are introduced 
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by the classical P1/icker embedding [8] and provide a complete character- 
ization of rational vector spaces, which is equivalent to the echelon basis 
characterization f rational vectors paces [9]. The Grassmann invariants 
are essential ingredients of the algebraic geometry framework, developed 
for the study of a number of control problems [10, 11]. The aims of this 
paper are to: (i) establish the links between the Kronecker and Pliicker 
invariants, (ii) provide a classification of the different families of matrix 
pencils, (iii) characterize the various properties of singular systems [12], 
in terms of the properties of Grassmann invariants, and (iv) derive the 
relationships between system matrix pencils [3] and the Plficker matrices 
associated with a transfer function matrix [7]. The work here provides the 
means for extension of the algebraic geometry framework to determinantal 
type control problems [7] defined on singular systems, as well as linking the 
fundamental system properties (such as reachability, observability) to the 
properties of the Grassmann, Pliicker invariants. 
We first consider the relationships between Grassmann and Kronecker 
invariants of matrix pencils initiated in [14]. In fact, for a general pencil 
sF - G • RmX'~[s] with p = rankR(s){sF - G} and Xc(F,G), 2dr(F,G) 
column, row rational vectors spaces, the notions of column Grassmann 
representatives [7, 13] ((F, G) - cGR), go(F, G) row Grassmann represen- 
tative ((F, G) - r(GR)) gr(F, G) are introduced, and the Pliicker matrices 
Pc(F, G), Pr(F, G) are defined as the coefficient matrices of the go(F, G), 
gr(F, G) polynomial multivectors respectively [14]. The family of all (F, G) 
-cGR((F,  G) - rGR) are modulo R(s) equivalent and a coprime go(F, G), 
gr(F, G) is called canonical, as well as the corresponding Pliicker matrix. It 
is shown that all Pliicker matrices Pc(F, G), (Pr(F, G)) (canonical or not) 
have the same column (row) space and its dimension is uniquely defined 
by the set of column (row) minimal indices of the pencil. A canonical fac- 
torization of the pth compound [131 of the pencil Cp(F, G) = Co(sF - G) 
is given in terms of the finite zero polynomial and the canonical go(F, G), 
gr(F, G) vectors; this factorization allows a complete parameterization f 
all GRs and leads to a simple new characterization f the various families 
of matrix pencils (each family is characterized by a certain combination of 
Kronecker invariants). Central to this classification are the degree proper- 
ties of go(F, G), gr(F, G), as well as the ranks of the associated Pliicker 
matrices. 
The new classification of matrix pencils provides the means for an alter- 
native characterization f system properties based on the structure of the 
Grassmann invariants of the corresponding pencils. Properties of reacha- 
bility, observability may thus be linked to the full rank properties of the 
corresponding Pliicker matrices. Using this new classification of families 
of matrix pencils, an alternative simple procedure for characterizing the 
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different ypes of invariant spaces associated with a singular system [6, 15] 
is derived, which avoids the detailed specification of the types of Kronecker 
invariants [6], and it is not restricted by the dimensionality of the subspace 
involved [16]. Finally, the problem of determining the explicit relation- 
ship between the fundamental Pliicker matrices associated with a transfer 
function matrix and the state space parameters of a minimal realization is 
considered. It is shown that the rows of Pliicker matrices are determined by 
certain sets of minors of the system matrix pencil associated with the state 
space model. These functional relationships provide the means for link- 
ing Kronecker invariants and related properties to the structure of input- 
output description-based Pliicker matrices, which play a key role in the 
study of the determinatal pole, zero assignment problems [11, 17]. Further- 
more, an algorithmic procedure for computing these Pliicker matrices is 
derived on the basis of the state space description of a minimal realization, 
which avoids the computation of matrix fraction description (MFD) of the 
transfer function matrix. The proof of the results in the paper are given in 
the Appendix. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT, MOTIVATION, AND 
BACKGROUND RESULTS 
Consider a system described by the general rational transfer function 
matrix H(s) E R<X~(s), which may be expressed in a coprime matrix 
fraction description [18] as 
G(s) = N(s)D(s) -1 = D(s ) - lN(s )  (2.1) 
with associated composite representations 
k N(s)[ D(s) l-_l E R(<+p)Xp[s], T(s) = [D(s), N(s)] E R~ x(rY~+~)[s],. T(s) 
(2.2) 
We denote  by & = Xr = rowspu( ){C(s)}, X,, H = 
colspR(s){t(s)} , Xl H = rowsPR(s){T(s)}, the rational vector spaces asso- 
ciated with the above representations. If S(E, A, B, C) is a minimal state 
space realization of G(s) in a singular system form [12], then we may" always 
associate with it the system matrix pencil [3] 
p( , )  = (2.a) 
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describing the overall system properties, or the subpencils 
sE  - A (2.4) 
describing the state-input, state-output, and state properties of the system. 
If N E R (~-~)×e is a left annihilator of B (we assume rank {B} = ~), i.e., 
basis matrix for A/]I{B} (left kernel), then the pencil R(s )  = sNE - NA is 
referred to as a restriction pencil [6, 15] of the system; if ~2 is a subspace 
of R n and V a basis matrix of ~, then Rv(s )  = sNEV - NAV is a space- 
restricted pencil [6, 15]. 
The structure of the rational vector spaces Xc, Xr, W H, A'IH is central in 
the study of system and control problems based on input-output descrip- 
tions. This structure is defined by the sets of Forney invariants [9, 18] and 
it is linked to the theory of minimal bases of rational vector spaces. An 
alternative description of the complete set of invariants for rational vector 
spaces has been given in [7], in terms of the canonical Grassmann represen- 
tatives and associated Plficker matrices; this new set of invariants provides 
a simpler description of the complete set for a rational vector space and 
it is central in the study of determinantal pole, zero assignment problems 
[11, 17]. Apart from some general properties, the exact relationship be- 
tween the two sets of invariants are not known. The computation of the 
Plficker matrices implies the use of MFDs and thus additional algebraic 
computations. 
State space theory and related control problems are intimately linked to 
the Kronecker theory of invariants of matrix pencils [1]; [2-6, 12, 15, 19, 
and references therein]. For state space descriptions we may also introduce 
Grassmann-Pliicker type invariants [14] based on the different rational vec- 
tor spaces of the pencil. Given the significance of the Grassmann-Plficker 
invariants for determinantal frequency assignment problems, establishing 
their links with the traditional Kronecker invariants is an important issue. 
Establishing such links also has implication for the algebraic haracteriza- 
tion of the different families of invariant subspaces of linear systems [20, 
21], which so far is based on alternative combinations of types of Kronecker 
invariants [6, 15]. Linking the theory of Kronecker and Pliicker invariants of 
general transfer functions to system matrices of realizations i also another 
objective of this paper. 
Let sF -G  c R m×n [s] be a singular pencil and let p = ranka(8){sF-G} 
min(m,n). We denote by I c (F ,G)  = {ei,i E P}, I r (F ,G)  = {~j , j  C 
t} the sets of column minimal indices (cmi), row minimal indices (rmi), 
P ~ $ respectively, Tc = ~--:~i=1 i, Tr ---- ~ j= l  T/J and by Doo(F, G) = {~q', i E P}, 
J (F ,  G) = {fi(s), i C ~} the sets of infinite elementary divisors (co - ed) 
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and R[sl-invariant polynomials (R[s] -  ip) of sF -G correspondingly [1]. If 
0[.] denotes the polynomial degree, then r l /=  ~i=10[f i (s)] ,  rloo = •i=1 qi, 
and n~ = V~ + rl/ is the total number of finite zeros and infinite zero orders 
of the pencil. By inspection of the Kronecker canonical form of the pencil 
[1] we have: 
REMARK 2.1. For any pencil sF - G we have p = rankR(~){sF - G} = 
T/r +Tc  +7"r 
With the pencil sF - G we may associate the following rational vector 
spaces: 
Xc (F, G) = colsPR(~ ) {sF - G}, X r (F, G) = rowsPR(~) {sF - G}, (2.5) 
where dim X~(F, G) = dim Xr(F, G) and from the definition of the rank we 
have: 
REMARK 2.2. For all k: min(m,n) > k >_ p we have that if Ck(.) 
denotes the kth compound of a matrix [13], then Ck(sF - G) = 0 and 
Cp(sF - G) ¢ O. 
The matrix Cp(F, G) = Cp(sF - G) • R ('~')× (~:)[s] is referred to as the 
prime compound matrix of the pencil. The study of properties of Co (F, G) is 
examined in this paper. Of particular interest is the relationship of Cp(F, G) 
to the invariants of the rational vector spaces Xc(F, G) and Xr(F, G). Ma- 
trix pencil theory is intimately related to the theory of Kronecker invariants, 
whereas the theory of rational vector spaces is linked to the theory of For- 
ney invariants [9] or the Grassmann invariants of rational vector spaces [7] 
introduced by the Pliicker embedding of a Grassmanian in the projective 
space [22]. For a general rational vector space we define: 
DEFINITION 2.1 [7]. Let X E Rn(s) be an m-dimensional vector space 
over R(s) and let {xi(s):xi(s) • Rn(s) , i  • m} be a basis of X. If 'A' 
denotes exterior product hen we may define: 
(i) An R(s) -Grassmann Representative (R(s) -GR)  of 2( the vector 
g(X) = x(s)A = xl(s) A . . .  AXm(S) e R (::,)(s). (2.6) 
(ii) If {xi(s), i  E m} is a polynomial basis of 2d, then g(2d) E R( : ) [s]  
and it is called an R[s} - GR. If 0[g(x)] = d, then we may write 
g(X) = Paled(s), ed(S) = [1, S, . . . ,sd] t (2.7) 
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and Pd is called a PKicker matrix of g(X). If g(2d) is coprime, then 
it is referred to as canonical R[s] - GR and Pd is also referred to as 
canonical Pliicker matrix. 
LEMMA 2.1 [7]. A canonical R[s] - GR or a canonical Pliicker matrix 
defines a complete invariant of X(mod c • R). 
REMARK 2.3. An R(s) - GR of an R(s) vector space X is not uniquely 
defined; however, if gl (2d), g2 (X) are two R(s ) -  GRs of 2d, then there exists 
c(s) • R(s) such that g2(X) = c(s). gl(X). 
The R[s ] -  GRs of Xc (F, G), Xr(F, G) is denoted by go(F, G)(•  R ( ;: ) [s]), 
gr(F, G)t(• R 1× (;:)[s]) and is called (F - G)-column GR ((FG) - cGR), 
(F, G)-row GR ((F, G)- rGR) respectively; the Plficker matrices associated 
with gc(F,G), gr(F,G) t is denoted by P~(F,G), Pr(F,G) and is called 
( F, G)-column, (F, G)-row Pliicker matrices correspondingly. The canonical 
GRs and Plticker matrices are denoted by the * symbol. The study of 
properties of the R[s] - GRs and Pliicker matrices is one of the main 
objectives of this paper, in particular, the link of their properties to the 
Kronecker invariants. 
For the system defined by (2.1), (2.2), for which we asssume that rank 
R(s){G(s)} = P _< m, we may define the following GRs and corresponding 
Pliicker matrices 
Cp(N(s)) --- n(s)A = Pae~(s) (2.8) 
C~(T(s)) = t(s)A = Pnen(s), (2.9) 
where a= ¢ + 6, ¢ is the total number of finite zeros, 6 is the Forney 
dynamical order of the column rational vector space, and n is the McMillan 
degree of N(s); n(s)A, t(s)A is referred to as the right numerator-GR, right 
composite-GR of the system and Po, Pn as right numerator, right composite 
Pliicker matrices correspondingly. Deriving an expression of n(s)A, t(s)A, 
in terms of the parameters of the state space realization in (2.3) is the 
second main objective of the paper. 
3. THE COMPOUND AND PLUCKER MATRICES OF A SINGULAR 
PENCIL 
The GRs and Pliicker matrices of a singular pencil are examined in 
this section. We consider first the basic properties of the prime compound 
Cp(F, G); these properties are central in the study of links of the Grassmann 
and Kronecker invariants of matrix pencils. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let sF - G E RmXn[s] be a singular pencil and f(s)  
its finite zero polynomial and let g*(F, G), gr(F, G) be canonical (F, G) - 
cGR, (F, G) - rGR of the pencil. The prime compound matrix Cp(F, G) 
has always rank 1 and may be expressed as 
Cp(F, G) = f (s ) -  g*(F, a)g*(F,  C) t. (3.1) 
As a consequence of the rank 1, dyadic representation f Cp(F, G) we 
have: 
REMARK a.1. For every pair of nonzero columns (xi(s),xj(s))  and 
nonzero rows (y~(s),yt(s)) of Co(F,G ) there exists polynomials (9i(s), 
gj(s)), (t~(s),tj(s)) such that (gi(s)xi(s) = gj(s)xj(s), ti(s)y{(s) = ta(s) 
y~(s). Furthermore, any nonzero column x(s) and any nonzero row y(s) t 
of Cp( F, G) define an ( f , G) - cG R, ( F, G) - rG R respectively. The factor- 
ization defined by (3.1) is called a canonical factorization and it is uniquely 
defined modulo c E R. 
Some of the basic properties related to the degree of Cp(F, G) and its 
factors are considered next. 
LEMMA 3,1. Let sF - G E Rmxn[s] and p = rankn(s){sF - G}, and 
let I~(F,G), I~(F,G), %,%,D~(F ,G) , J (F ,G) ,  n~ = n~ + nf be the sets 
and numbers associated with sF - G. The pencil sF - G may always be 
factorized as 
sF  c (~F[  ' ' ' ' ' _ = - Gr~) (sF ;  - Ge) (sF ;~ - G~), (3.2) 
where sF[ - G'~ E RmXp[s], sF' - G' E RP×P[s], sF¢ - G',. c R°×P[s] and 
they have the following Kronecker decomposition 
sF;  - G'e = c2~ 
sF" - a'~ = Q~ 
0 
z~(s) 
0 
0 ] 
Qe~(s)Re  | Re = 
J /Tc  -t-n r 
It+n,. 
(3,3) 
R~ = @K(s)R, .  (3.4) 
['ro  0 ] 
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where (Ql, Rt ), (Q~, P~), (Q~e, R~e ) are the pairs of appropriate dimension 
strict equivalence transformations, and Ln(s), L~( s), sFw -Gw are the Kro- 
necker form blocks associated with I~(F, G), I~(F, G), {D~(F,  G); J(F, G)} 
respectively. 
The decomposition (3.2) is unique up to strict equivalence and is called 
a canonical decomposition f sF - G, whereas F{ - G~, sF / -  Gtr, sF' - G:~ 
are called left-right-regular restrictions of the pencil. From the nature of 
the canonical decomposition we have the following properties. 
REMARK 3.2. Any left (right) restriction of sF - G is characterized by 
the Ir(F, G)(Ic(F, G)) set of invariants and linear oc -  ed. F~rthermore, any 
left (right) restriction defines a minimal basis for Xc(F, G)(2(r(F, G)) vector 
space, which is characterized by Tr (~c) indices of value 1 and T~ + Ur(Tr + 7/r) 
indices of value 0. Any regular restriction is characterized by % + Tr linear 
c~-- ed and the sets Do(F,  G), J(F, G) of the original pencil. 
From the canonical decomposition of sF - G and Theorem 3.1 we have: 
COROLLARY 3.1. 
by Lemma 3.1, then 
Cp(F, C) = f ( s ) .  g~(F, G).  g*(F, G) t, (3.6) 
where f(s)  = IsF~c - G~[ and 
g*(F, a )  = Cp(sF~ - at),  gr(F, a) t = Cp(sf;  - a:) .  (3.7) 
If sF - G has a canonical decomposition as defined 
COROLLARY 3.2. For the prime compound Cp(F, G), and the g*(F, G), 
gr(F, G) t vectors we have the properties: 
(i) 0[g*(F, G)] = Tr 
(ii) 0[g*(F, G) t] = Tc 
(iii) f ig(F ,  G) is the scalar degree of Cp( F, G) (max of the degrees among 
its elements) then or(F, G) = n/ + Tr + Tc = p -- no .  
The pairs of numbers (~'r, t), (Tc, p) are called left order, left index (right 
order, right index), respectively, of the pencil. Note that 
REMARK 3.3. t = m -- p, p = n -- p. 
The role of these numbers in the properties of the Pliicker matrices 
is considered next. Of particular interest are the rank properties of these 
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matrices and the link of these properties to the Kronecker invariants of the 
pencil. Some preliminary results on the link between the Pliicker matrices 
of general rational vector spaces are considered first. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let g'(2(), g(2() be an R[s] - GR and a canonical 
R[s] - GR of a rational vector space 2( and let P' • R(~ :)x(d+l), P • 
R(;: ) x (~+ 1) be their corresponding Pliicker matrices. Then 
7~' = colsPR{P' } = colspR{P } = P. (3.8) 
REMARK 3.4. All Pliicker matrices associated with R[s] - GRs of a 
rational vector space have the same column space P and thus the same 
rank, which are both invariants of the rational vector space. 
The space P associated with 2( is called the Pliicker space of 2(. In 
the following we consider the canonical Pliicker matrices associated with 
matrix pencils and examine their special properties. The case of (F, G)-row 
Pliicker matrices defined for 2(r(F, G) is considered and the results for the 
2(c(F, G) follow by duality arguments. By Remark 3.4 it follows that we can 
consider the canonical Pliicker matrices, which for the case of the general 
pencil sF  - G may be expressed (using Corollary 3.1) as: 
g* (F, G) = Cp(sF( -G{)  = P~* (F, G)evr(8 ) (3.9) 
g; (F ,C)  = Cp(sF; - C'r) = e c(s) Pr(F, C),  (3.10) 
where P*(F, G) E R (;;')×(~r+l), P/(F,  G) E R (~c+1)×([~'). The rank proper- 
ties of these matrices are considered next. We first note that if Ic(F, G) = 
{ei, i C P}, It(F, G) -- {Ui, i 6 t} are the sets of cmi, rmi of the pencil sF -G  
and if 
-L~(s) = bl.diag{L~,(s),i • P} • R~c×(P+~c)[s] (3.11) 
-Lt,~(s) = bl.diag{Lt~(s),j • t} • R(~r+t)×T~[s] (3.12) 
are the corresponding blocks of the Kronecker canonical form (Lk(s) = 
s[Ik, 01 - [0, Ik]) [1] and P~ P.~ denote the Pliicker matrices associated with 
C~c(-L~(s)) = et~c(s)-fi~, C~(T~(s)) =-P ,e~(s)  then we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let sF -- G • Rm×n[s ]  be a general singular pencil 
- -  - - t  
and P~, Pn be the Pliicker matrices associated with L~(s), Ln(s ) canonical 
subpencils. Then, 
rank{P*(F, G)} = rank{Pv}, rank{P*(F, G)} = rank{P~}. 
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From the above it follows that the study of rank properties i reduced to 
that of the simpler pencils L~(s), ~t  (s) characterized only by the It(F, G), 
It(F, G) sets. We first note the following obvious result: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let e C Z>0 and let L~(s) = s[I¢,0] - [0, I~]ER~×(~+I)fs]. 
Then, 
C~(L((s)) : [s ~, ( -1)s~-1 , . . . ,  ( -1)  ~] : g~(s) t. (3.13) 
The above lemma may be extended to the following result: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Ic(F,G) = {e/,> 0, i C P} and L~(s) be the 
pencil associated with this set. If gt (s) are the exterior products of the 
L~(s) blocks and ® denotes the tensor product, then the set of nonzero 
coordinates in C~( L~(s) is given by those of the vector 
(~(s))  = gt~(s)®. . .  ® g~v(s). (3.14) 
The above results lead to the following main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let sF - G E Rm×n[s] and ~-c,Tr be the right, left or- 
ders of the pencil. If Pc(F, G), P~( F, G) are any column, row space Pliicker 
matrices, then 
rank{Pc(F, G)} = T~ + 1 , rank{P~(F, G)} = Tc + 1. (3.15) 
It is thus clear that the right (left) order of a pencil may be computed 
from the rank of Pr(F, G) (Pc(F, G)) matrices; this result also implies some 
simple conditions for pencil-based GRs to be canonical. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let go(F, G) be any (F, G) - cGR of sF - G and let 
Pc(F, G) be the corresponding Pliicker matrix, gc(F, G) is canonical, if and 
only if 
rank{Pc(F, G)} = 0{go(F, G)} + 1. (3.16) 
REMARK 3.5. The property that the rank and degree of canonical GRs 
are interrelated as shown in (3.16) holds for the case of rational vector 
spaces having dynamical indices with values only zero and one, i.e., having 
bases of the matrix pencil type. 
Using the results so far we may state some interesting relationships be- 
tween the Kronecker and Pliicker invariants. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. 
lowing relationships: 
(i) 
For any pencil sF  - G E RmXn[s] we have the fol- 
"re = rank{Pr (F ,G)}  - 1, -rr = rank{Pc(F ,G)}  - 1 for any pair of 
Pliicker matrices P~(F, G), Pc(F, G). 
( i i )  7/r = r / f  + r/oo = p + 2 - re  - ~-~ 
(iii) W = a(F, G) - 7-r - Tc 
(iv) p=n-p , t=rn-p .  
The above results are used next to provide a classification of families of 
matrix pencils that have special interest for linear systems problems. 
4. CLASS IF ICAT ION OF  FAMIL IES  OF  MATRIX  PENCILS  BASED 
ON THE GRASSMANN-PL i~ ICKER MATRICES INVARIANTS 
For a general pair (F, G), F, G E R mx~, where it may be assumed that 
F = NE,  G = NA (i.e., F, G describe the restricted pair associated with a 
singular system [15]), we may always associate an autonomous differential 
system (implict description) 
Fx  = ax .  (4.1) 
The dynamics of different subspaces ]2 of the domain of (F, G), R '~, are 
characterized by the solutions of the restricted ifferential system FV~, = 
GVv,  x = Vv or equivalently by the types of Kronecker invariants of the 
restricted pair (FV, GV) ,  where V is a basis matrix of ]2 [15]. The different 
types of invariant spaces of the geometric theory [20, 21] have been shown 
[6] to be subspaces where (FV, GV)  has certain Kronecker invariants or 
where the corresponding pencil is of a certain type. In this section we ex- 
amine the classification of the different families of matrix pencils according 
to the properties of the Grassmann invariants. The present classification is
motivated by the significance of the corresponding families to problems of 
control theory [6, 12] as it will be shown subsequently. The set of all m x n 
pencils is denoted by £m,~ and (0) is the set which is ~) or all its elements 
are zero. 
Linear systems is in an area that introduces pecial families of matrix 
pencils and provides the motivation for the general classification of Z;T,,~ 
family given here. In particular, special types of matrix pencils emerge 
[6, 15] in the matrix pencil characterization f invariant subspaces of geo- 
metric system theory [20, 21]; furthermore, the classification of fundamental 
system properties involves the use of special Kronecker structures [2 5, 12. 
19] and thus also introduces a corresponding classification. To motivate the 
classification of Z;m,n pairs introduced subsequently, we summarize certain 
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classification results from the matrix pencil approach to invariant spaces 
classification [6, 15]. If ]2 is a subspace of the domain of (F, G) pair, then 
we denote by ~v = {D~; Jy, Iry, Icy} the set of Kronecker invariants of 
the restriction pencil sFV - GV, where D~,  Jy; Iry; Icy denote the set 
of co-ed,  R[s]- ip,  rmi, and cmi respectively. With this notation we may 
introduce the following classification of spaces of the domain of (F, G): 
DEFINITION 4.1. For any (F, G) pair and 12 a subspace of the domain 
of (F, G) we define the following families of subspaces: 
(i) ]2 is called (F, G)-complete, if Irv = (0); the family of all such 
subspaces i denoted by T(F, G). 
(ii) If Y E T(F, G) and D~ = ~, then it is called (F, G)-smooth and 
the family of all such spaces is denoted by/C(F, G). 
(iii) If VEIC(F,G), Jy = ~ and Icy ~ ~, then it is called (F,G)- 
reachable and the family of all such spaces is denoted by 
n(F, a). 
(iv) If 1; c/C(F, G), Icy = O and Jv ~ 0, then it is called (F, G)-fixed 
spectrum and the family of all such spaces is denoted by 9~(F, G). 
(v) If 12 E 7"(F, G), Jv  = 0 and there exists at least one of the D~,  
Icy, sets then 1; is called extended (F, G)-reachable and the family 
of all such spaces is denoted by C(F, G). 
(vi) If V E E(F,G) and Icy = 0, then it is called proper extended 
(F, G)-reachable and the family of all such spaces is denoted by 
B(F, G). 
The above families are generalizations of standard families of invariant 
subspaces of the regular state space theory [20, 21], presented within the 
matrix pencil framework [6, 15], to the case of implicit descriptions of the 
(4.1) type. For regular state space systems of the $(A, B) type (E = I), 
F = N, G = NA and the above families have the following interpreta- 
tion: T(F, G) represent he family of almost (A, B)-invariant subspaces, 
/C(F, G) the (A, B)-invariant spaces, 7"¢(F, G) the controllability (reacha- 
bility spaces), .T(F, G) the fixed spectrum (A, B)-invariant spaces, 3(F, G) 
the almost controllability subspaces, and 13(F, G) the family of infinite spec- 
trum, or coasting type spaces [6, 20, 21]. The above families have also been 
defined for singular systems and implicit forms of the (4.1) type with a 
similar dynamic interpretation [15, 23]. The properties of controllability, 
reachability, and observability as well as that of minimality [12] are char- 
acterized by the Kronecker structure of the Pc(s), Po(s) pencils defined in 
(2.4). Once more, pencils characterized by one type of minimal indices and 
possibly certain types of elementary divisors are of importance here. The 
above provides the motivation for the following classification. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. Let sF  - G E RmX~[s] and let Aft(F, G) = Afl{sF - 
G},Afr (F ,G)  = A f r{sF -  G} be the left, right nullspaces over R(s). We 
may define the following families of £m,n: 
(i) If f l f l(F,G) C Rm,Afr(F,G) C_ R ~, then the pencil is called left, 
right normal correspondingly and denote the respective set by £en rn,n~ 
£~,~. The set of left and right normal pencils is denoted by £e~,~n - -  73"~ , l. " 
(ii) If ArI(F,G) = {0},Aft(F, G) = {0}, then the pencil is called left, 
right regular correspondingly and the respective sets are denoted 
by -m,n,£e~ ~m,n'rrr The set of regular pencils £ rm is clearly the set 
gr  £m, , ,  n£~,m. 
en (iii) We shall denote by -m,~en'~" the set £m,~ N £~,n of left normal right 
regular pencils and by /:.er,rn is the set of left regular right normal - -m~n 
pencils. 
(iv) We shall denote by £fP  oop tp m,n,£m,n, f~rn,n the  set of pencils, having 
no fed, no oe ed, no fed and no o~ed respectively and we shall 
refer to them as finite prime,-infinite prime-, total prime- pencils 
correspondingly. 
de" F rn if[ Ir(F,G) (0> Ic(F, G) (0} REMARK 4.1. sF  - G E --m,,~,~m,n, = , = 
gr  respectively, sF  - G E £ . . . .  £~,,~, iff Ir(F, G) = O, I~(F, G) = t3 corre- 
spondingly. 
In view of the above definition we have the following obvious properties 
for the canonical decomposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let sF  - G E RmX~[s], p = rankR(s)(sF - G) and 
let a canonical decomposition of sF  - G be 
( sF  - G)  = (sF~ - G '~) (sF"  e - G're)(s/r" - G',.). (4.2) 
The following properties hold true: 
' E rr CI ~ IP  (i) sF ; -G  e E .~,p m,p 
I ~er  A / ' . fP  (ii) sF'~ - G~ E --p,n ' '  --p,rt 
(iii) sF¢~ - G'~ E £~ p,p" 
The different families of matrix pencils may be characterized in terms 
of the following results. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let sF  - G E RmX~[s] and let p = rankR(s){sF - 
G}. The canonical decomposition of sF  - G provides the following charac- 
terization of the various subfamilies of £,~,n. 
gn (i) sF  - G E £~,~, iff, ~ Q E R rex°, rank{(~} = p such that 
s r  - G = Q(sF;e - G~e)(sF; - G'~) (4.3) 
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(ii) sF  - G E £m~,~, iff, S R E R pxn ,  rank{R} = p such  that  
sF  - V = (sF [  - V~e)(sE;~ - G~r~)R (4.4) 
~r (iii) sF  - G E f - 'm,n,  i f f ,  
sF  - G = (sF ;~ - G '~) (sF '~ - G~r) (4.5) 
(iv) sF  - G E £~,n ,  i#,  
sF  G (sF~ ' ' - - = G~)(sF ;~ - (4.6) 
(v) sF  - G E [ ,en ,~ iff, 3 Q E R mxp, rank{£)} = p such  that  - -m~n 
- Gre  ) (4.7) sF  G = Q(sF ;~ - 
(vi) sF  - G E f e~,~n iff, 3 /~ E R px~, rank{/~} = p such  that  
- = - G~¢)R  (4.8) 
(v i i )  sF -G E ~gn,rn iff~ 3 Q E R mxp, R E R pxn, rank{Q} = rank{R} 
= p, such  that  
(4.9) 
A ! 
sF  - G = Q(sFCe - G~r~)R. 
The above result readily follows from Lemma 3.1 and Definition 4.1. 
Using the above characterization we may examine the properties of the 
gn Grassmann invariants of all subfamilies of the Z:r~,~ family (dual results 
~n may be given for the £r~,n , family). The importance of the Z;,~,~ family 
is due to its role in the characterization f invariant subspaces for linear 
systems [6, 15, 20, 21]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let  sF  - G E £m,~ and Pc(F ,  G)  be any  (F,  G) -co lumn 
gn P l i i cker  matr ix ,  sF  - G E £ 'm,n,  i f f  
(4.10) rank{Pc(F, G)} = 1. 
~n For the £m,~ family we have the following properties (readily established 
from the general conditions of Corollary 3.4 by setting rr = 0). 
~n REMARK 4.2. If sF  - G E £m,n ,  then 
noo = p - (7 (F ,G) ,Tc  = rank{Pr (F ,G)}  - 1, n I = a (F ,G)  - ~-c. (4.11) 
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The characterization f certain subfamilies of Z;,~,. is considered next. 
l~n , r r -  fp ~.gn,rr--oop We consider first the -m,nV'e~'~r family and its subfamilies -m,~ ,--m,n 
denoting those pencils that are finite prime (no fed) , oc-prime (no oo ed) 
respectively. 
gn COROLLARY 4.1. Let sF  - G E £m,n' The following properties hold 
true: 
(i) sF  - G E £~r ,  iff p = n, or equivalently, gr(F, G) E R[s] 
(ii) sF  - a E £~'.,rr-fp, iff p = n and a (F  G) = 0 
(iii) sF  - G e £~n',~r-oop iff p = n and a (F  G) = n. 
REMARK 4.3. The family V. en,'r characterizes all pencils having zero --m,n 
rmi or no rmi and possibly finite, infinite ed; such pencils have no cmi. 
~n The subsets of/:m,~, which contain all finite prime, infinite prime, total 
prime pencils are denoted by [:gn,fp ['gn,oop i~gn,tp respectively. For these 
families we have the following characterization. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let sF  - G E £m,n" The following properties hold 
true: 
r~,fp iff a (F ,G)  rank{P~(F,G)} 1 (i) ( s t  - G) e -m,n  , = - 
(ii) (sF  - G) E --m,nVen'~P, iff p = a(F,  G) 
(iii) (sF  - G) E F. in'tp iff p = a (F ,G)  = rank{P~(F,G)} - 1. --m~n , 
The results so far provide important alternative characterizations for 
different families of pencils, which are important in problems of control 
theory. The Kronecker invariant characterization a d Grassmann invariant 
characterization is summarized in Table 1. From the systems viewpoint, the 
above classification, applied on pencils such as Pc(s), Po(s), sE  - A, P(s) ,  
leads to alternative characterizations of fundamental system properties [12] 
and when applied on sNEV-NAV restriction pencil provides a Grassmann- 
based characterization f families of invariant subspaces [6, 20, 21]. 
5. PLOCKER MATRICES OF INPUT-OUTPUT DESCRIPTIONS 
AND STATE SPACE REALIZATIONS 
In this section we examine the computation of the right numerator GR 
and right composite-GR, n(s)A, t(s)A associated with a general transfer 
function matrix G(s) E R m ×P(s), in terms of the parameters of a minimal 
state space realization S(E ,  A; B,  C), or the corresponding system matrix 
pencil P(s).  We assume that r~ > ~ and consider ight coprime MFDs; the 
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TABLE 1 
CLASSIFICATION OF FAMILIES OF MATRIX PENCILS 
Family of Possible types of Conditions in terms of 
pencils Kronecker invariants Grassmann i variants 
_fen It(F, G) = (0) rank{Pc(F, G)} = 1 mlr l  
Ic(F,G), Doo(F,G) 
J(F, G) 
12e m,n . . . .  Ir(F, G) = (0) rank{Pc(F, G)} = 1 
Doo(F, a), J(F, a)  p = n and gr(F, G) e R[s] 
Z:e m,n . . . . .  fp l r (F ,a)  = (0) rank{Pc(F,a)} = 1 
Doo (F, G) p = n and a(F, G) = 0 
12g m,n . . . . . .  p It(F, G) = (0} rank{Pc(F, G)} = 1 
J (F,G) p = n and a(F, G) = n 
12 en'fp lr(F, G) = (0} rank{Pc(F, G)} 1 m,n ~-  
Doo(F,G), Ic(F,G) a(F,G) = rank{Pr(F,G)} - 1 
l:en'°°Pm,n Ir(F, G) = (0) rank{Pc(F, G)} = 1 
J (F,G),  Ic(F,G) o'(F,G) = p 
££n,tp Ir(F, G) = (0) rank{Pc(F, G)} = 1 
It(F, G) a(F, G) = p = rank{P~(F, C)} - 1 
results for left copr ime MFDs  and for the m < ~ case are similar. We first 
note that  fo,s,] [ ] 
T(s )  . . . .  D(s)  (5.1) 
IN(s) N(s)5--(s)_ 1 D(s)= 
and by the B inet -Cauchy  theorem we have 
C[(T (s ) )  = C~ • [D(s)l. (5.2) 
) 
Thus the maximal  order ~ minors corresponding to the w E Q~,~+~ set 
of rows and (i~) = (1, 2,..., ~) set of columns is defined by 
t~,(s) = {T(s)}~°~) = [D(s)l, (5.3) 
where Qk,n,  1 < k < n denotes the tota l i ty  of str ict ly increasing sequences 
of k integers from {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. This lexicographical ly ordered set has (~)  
elements. The sequences of Q£r~+~ may be classified as follows: 
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DEFINITION 5.1, Let w = ( i t , . . , , i~)  • Q~,~+~. We distinguish the 
following subsets of Q~,~+~: 
(i) {Q~,<+~}~ = {w = (1,2, . . . , iD)  = (p)} 
(ii) {Q~,<+~}< = {Vw e Q~,6i+5: w = (~+ k l , . . . ,  pq- k:~ ), and ( /~1,  • - - , 
k,) ~ Q~,~} 
(iii) {Q5,<+5}~,< = {Vw = ( i l , . . . , i , ;  i ,+~, . . . , i~)  = w] o w~ 
Q~,<+~},wherewl  = ( i : , . . . , i , )  E {1 ,2 , . . . ,~}  and w2 = {i**+~,..., 
~} • {v+ 1,. . . ,p +-~},~ <~}. 
REMARK 5.1. Let (E, A) be the state pair of a minimal realization. For 
the sequence w = (1, . . .  ,~) = (~) we have that 
{T(s)}{~- I = ID(s)l = IsE- AI. (5.4) 
REMARKh.2. gorVw = (p+k l , . . . ,p+k~)  E {Q~,<+~}< wi th~ = (kl, 
. . . ,  k~) e Q~,< we have that 
{r(s)}7~) = {N(s)}~) (5.5) 
The expression for the minors of the {Q~ ~+~ },~,{Q~rh+~ } ,,~ type is 
considered next in terms of the system matr'ix pencil P(s). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let  p _< ~t, ~ ---- (k l , . . . ,  k~) E Q~,< and w = 
(~+ k l , . . . ,~+ k~) E {Q~,~+~}~. Then, 
{T(s)}~) = {N(s)}~) = : 
sE-  A -B 
-C  a 0 
(5.6) 
where C ~ is the submatriz of C corresponding to the ~ set of rows and 
: = J:l. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let w = w: U w2 E {Q~,,~+~ }5,~, ~o: = (i1,. •., i~), 
w2 = ( i t~+:, . . . , i~)  = ( /Y+k l , . . . ,~+k~) ,  ~2 = (k l , . . . , k , )  E Q~n and let 
~1 = ( J l , ' - .  , iv) ,  P = P- -  ~ be the complementary set oleo1 with respect o 
(1 , . . . ,~) .  Then, 
sE ~ A -Ba: [ 
{T(s )}~)=:{G(s )}~: . ID(s ) I=: .  -C  2 0 ' (5.7) 
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where B~ 1 is the submatrix of B formed by the wl set of columns and C ~ 
is the submatrix of C formed by the w2 set of rows. 
Remark 5.1 and Propositions 5.1, 5.2 indicate that all minors of max- 
imal order of T(s) may be expressed as minors of different order of the 
system matrix pencil and may thus lead to a state space-based algorithmic 
procedure for their computation. We first define: 
DEFINITION 5.2. For any integer p, p > 0 we define: 
(i) The complete power set of {1, 2, . . .  ,p} as the set of sequences 
<QP) = {w = (O), and Vw e Qk,p, for all k: 1 < k < p}, 
where w = {0} is the trivial sequence with no elements, which will 
be simply denoted as (0). 
(ii) The set <QP) is always considered as ordered backward and the back- 
ward ordering is defined constructively as shown below: 
(0); (p); (p -1 ) , (p - l ,p ) ;  
(p -  2 ) , (p -  2 ,p ) , (p -  2 ,p -  1 ) , (p -  2 ,p -  1 ,p ) . . . ,  
where for each new integer added starting from p, p - l , . . ,  we operate 
with all previous pairs. This construction produces all elements of 
(Qp) and orders them according to the backward ordering rule and 
terminates when we finally use p = 1. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. For p = 4 we can construct <Q4) in a backward-ordered 
form as 
(Q4)={(o) ;  (4); (3),(3,4); (2),(2,4),(2,3),(2,3,4); 
(1), (1, 4), (1,3), (1, 3, 4), (1, 2), (1, 2, 4), (1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 3, 4)} 
Using the above set (QB} we may further define: 
DEFINITION 5.3. For the state space model described by the system 
matrix 
p(s)=[sE-cA_ -B]o E R(~+~) × (~+P) Is], (5.8) 
where ~ < ~ we define 
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( i )  i f  w = ( i l , . . . , i~) ,  1 < # < p, w E (QP} and B~ is a submatrix of 
B associated with the w set of columns then S~ = S(E, A; B~, C) is 
referred to as the w-subsystem and 
p,~(s)= [SEcA -B~]o E R(~+~)x(~+~)[s] (5.9) 
is the corresponding system matrix. If w = (0), then the (0)-subsystem 
is S(0) = S(E, A) and 
P(o)(s) = sE - A. (5.10) 
(ii) For every w C {QP), we can define the w-reduced system vector (w- 
rsv), ~(s ) ,  as the polynomial vector defined by: 
(a) If w = (0), then ~(0)(s) = I sE -  d}. 
(b) If w ~ (0), w = ( i l , . . . , i~)  and p~(s) = C~+~ (P~(s)), then 
~(s )  = is defined as a subvector of p~(s), containing the first 
~_ , )  coordinates of p~(s). 
The ordered set of vectors 
p = {p(o) (s ) ;%(s ) ,Vw < (Q~)} 
is referred to as the Grassmann set of the system. 
(5.11) 
REMARK 5.3. The set of w-rsvs, ~(s ) ,  have as coordinates all minors 
of P(s) of order ~ + q, q = 1, 2, . . .  ,~, which contains the whole of sE - A 
submatrix. Such minors are referred to as principal minors of the system. 
Using Remark 5.1, Propositions 5.1, 5.2 and the notation previously 
introduced we are led to the following main result. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S(E,A,  B, C) be a minimal realization of G(s) E 
R~×~(s) ,  ~ < ~.  The right numerator GR n(s)A, and the right composite 
GR t(s)A of the system are defined in terms of the Grassmann set 7 ) as 
n(s )A  = /3(~)(s), (P) = (1 ,2 , . . . ,p ) ,  t ( s )A  = Vw c (Q'~}. 
(5.12) 
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It is clear that the above result provides a systematic procedure for 
computing n(s)A, t(s)A based on the system matrix pencil of a minimal 
realization of G(s), rather than the MFD parameters. If any realization is 
used, which is not necessarily minimal, then the result above is still valid, 
but t(s)A is not irreducible. 
REMARK 5.4. The vectors t(s)A, n(s)A in (5.12), are defined modulo 
sign of their coordinates. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
New sets of invariants have been introduced for matrix pencils in terms of 
the Grassmann representatives of the column and row spaces of the pencil 
and the associated Plficker matrices. The relationship of the Grassmann 
types of invariants to the Kronecker invariants has been established and this 
leads to a classification of the families of matrix pencils according to the 
properties of these new invariants. The advantage of this new classification, 
when compared to the standard one based on Kronecker invariants is that 
the tests are simple rank and degree type only. The present analysis may 
be readily applied to the study of properties of singular systems, as has 
been indicated, and thus leads to alternative characterization f concepts, 
such as teachability and observability, and provides characterizations of 
families of invariant spaces based on the properties of the new invariants. 
The expression of right numerator and right composite GR of a transfer 
function matrix in terms of the system matrix pencil, apart from providing 
state space means for computing these algebraic objects, without resorting 
to MFDs, also allows the linking of properties of the corresponding Plficker 
matrices to the Kronecker structure of the system matrix pencil; this area, 
however, needs further investigation. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF RESULTS 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Any set of p - rows of sF  - G, which is lin- 
early independent over R(s), defines an R[s]-basis for A'r(F, G) and thus 
its exterior product defines an (F, G) - rGR. Given that all (F, G) - rGRs 
of Xr(F, G) are equivalent modulo R(s), it follows that all nonzero rows of 
Cp(F, G) are modulo R(s)-equivalent and thus Cp(F, G) has rank 1. It is 
readily shown from the Smith form decomposition that any rank 1 poly- 
nomial matrix may be factorized as Cp(F, G) --- x(s)-  f ( s ) .  yt(s), where 
x(s), yt(s), are (~) ,  1 x (~) coprime polynomial vectors. Since yt(s) is 
R(s) equivalent to an (F, G~ - rGR and similarly x(s) is equivalent to an 
(F, G) - cGR (see above proof of rank 1 property) it follows that x(s), yt(s) 
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are decomposable and thus x(s) is a canonical (F, G) - cGR and yt(s)  is a 
canonical (F, G) - rG  R. • 
Proof of Lemma 3.I. From the Kronecker decomposition of the pencil 
we have: 
Ls )  I 
L - I 0 
s f  - G = Q I Le(s) I R = Q(sFk - Gk)R.  
I sFr - c r  
It can be readily verified that  sFk - Gk may be expressed as 
o][ o o ] SFk -- Gk = + + - -  
I L,:+n, I sF~ - Gw 
t - I 
x I L~(~) I 
from which the result readily follows: • 
Proof of Corollary 3.1. By applying the Binet-Cauchy theorem on the 
(3.3) decomposit ion the result readily follows, taking also into account 
Remark 3.2, on the minimal basis nature of the sF  1' _ GI ,! SFIrt - -  G r' fac- 
tors. • 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let 0[g'(X)] = d, 0[g(X)] = 5. Then, there 
exists f ( s )  = fo + s f l  + ' . "  + skfk , fk ¢ 0 such that  g ' (X)  = f ( s )g (X)  or 
P'ea(s)  = f ( s )Pe~(s ) .  If  p '  = [p" . . . .  , p~], P = [po, . . . ,  pe], then the last 
condition implies 
Po  0 . . . . . .  0 
PO " ; 
p~ Pl Po 
i = " "' Po kf l f l  
I i P~ Pl 
i : 0 P6 k 
LPh. 
0 0 .. 0 p~ 
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from which we also have that 
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[P'o, P l , - . . ,p} , - . . ,  p~] = [po ,m, . . . ,  p~; o~]  
d-6 
"fo f l  
o fo 
X 
= Q(f)  
f~ 
fl 
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
0 . . . . . .  0 
L , . .  • 
"" 0 
f~ 
• o 
f l  
f0 
Clearly, if fo¢  O, then [Q(f)[ ¢ 0 and P '  = P. If fo = 0 and f l¢  O, 
then P'o = 0 and thus 
[p~, I I 
• " ,P~, -"  ,Pd] = [po,p l , . . .  , Pe ;  0~]  
d-5 -1  
- f l  
0 
x 
0 
fp 0 
f l  • f ;  
~= Q(f')  
0 
0 
0 , 
L 
0 f l  
where IQ(f')l ~ 0 and thus :P' = P. Given that f (s)  has at least one 
coefficient nonzero, the above arguments prove the result for all possible 
f (s)  e R[s]. m 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. By Lemma 3.1 we have that sF/ - G' r = 
QrL,(s)Rr and thus by the Binet-Cauchy theorem and Corollary 3.1, 
g*((F, G) t) = Cp(sF[ - G'r) = IQrl" Cp(Le(s))Cp(Rr). 
I f /~  is the Pliicker matrix of Cp(L~(s)) then Pr(F, G) = [Qr]. Pc. Cp(Rr) 
and since [Rrl ~ 0, then ICp(Rr)l ~ 0 [13] and thus rank {P*(F,G)} = 
rank{P~}. Thus, the computation of rank of P*(F,G) is reduced to the 
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computat ion of rank of i5~. Note that  since [? 0] 
L(s )  = + - 
I I~+~ 
then Co(L~(s)) has a coordinates all those of C~,~(T~(s)) and a number of 
additional zeros. It is then clear that if C,~(-E~(s)) = et  (s)P~ then/5  and 
P~ have the same column space and thus rank = {P~} = rank{P~), which 
proves the result. The proof for P~(F, G) follows along similar lines. • 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. It should be first noted that  because of the 
block diagonal structure of L~(s), all maximal order minors, i.e., Tc x re, 
order are also block diagonal and every such minor is parameterized by 
the w~ set of indices taken from the set {n} = [1, We + p = hi. This set 
of indices may be partit ioned as {n} = {el} u {e2} U . . - t J  {ep}, where 
{q} = {1 , . . . ,q  + 1}, {e2} = {q + 2 , . . .  ,E 1 Jr- ~2 ~- 2}. . -{~p} = {e 1 -1- 
"'" + ep--1 + (P-- 1 ) , . . . ,n}  and if q = Tc the set of sequences Qq,n, may be 
expressed as the unit of the two disjoint sets: 
(i) The set of sequences w = {il, • • .  , iq}, denoted by "~q,n ,  °<~) which has 
the property that  
{i1,...,dill } E {~l},{i£1-~l , . . . , ig l~-,2+l } 
{e2},.. .  {/~, + .. .  + ~,_ l+~, . . . , i , , J  ~ {%}; 
i.e, ei indices are taken from each of the ei + 1 cardinality set {ei}. 
n(e> in (ii) The set ~q,n, (e) with the property of being the complement of ,~q,~ 
,q,n. 
Taking into account he block diagonal structure of all q x q minors in 
r)(d Cp(-Le(s)), if w E .~q,n we may distinguish the following cases: 
(a) No index in w is taken from an {ei} internal. Then the corresponding 
matrix has a set of zero rows and the minor is identically zero. 
(b) There exists an interval {q} from which fewer than ei indices of w 
are taken. Then the corresponding submatrix has linearly dependent 
rows over R(s) and thus the minor is identically zero. 
(c) There exists an interval {ei} from which all indices are present in w. 
Then the corresponding submatrix has linearly dependent columns 
over R(s)  and thus the minor is identically zero. 
r)(~) the corresponding minor From this analysis we have that  for all w E ,o~q,n 
is identically zero and the only nonzero minors are those corresponding to 
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03 E "~¢q,n.f)(e) In fact, for every w E r)(~)~q,~ we have that the corresponding minor 
is of the type 
IA~(s)l = Idiag{Ael(S);... ;Aev (s)}[, 
where Aei (s) is an ei x ei submatrix of the L~i (s) pencil. Clearly, the above 
defines the only nonzero coordinates in the vector Cq(L~(s)) and proves 
the result. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By Proposition 3.1, any Pliicker matrix Pr (F, G) 
for the row space Xr(F, G) of the sF -  G pencil has the same rank with the 
canonical Pliicker matrix P:(F, G) and by Proposition 3.2 this is equal to 
the rank of P~ matrix. However, by Proposition 3.3 the C~c(L~(s)) vector 
has nonzero coordinates defined by (3.14). This implies that in (~(s)} 
there is a subvector (defined by a subset of the coordinates) of the type 
[+1, +s , . . . ,  +s ~c] and thus Re has a (To + 1) x (~-c + 1) submatrix of the 
type d iag{+l , . . . ,  :t:1}, which proves that P~ has full rank Tc + 1. Thus, we 
have that rank {Pr(F,G)} = rank{P*(F,G)} = rank{P~} = Tc + 1. The 
other part of the proof follows along similar lines. • 
Proof of Corollary 3.3. The necessity follows from Corollary 3.2 and 
Theorem 3.2. Assume now that (3.16) holds true. Then, 0{gc(F,G)} = 
rank{Pc(F, G)} - 1 = Tr + 1 -- 1 = Tr. However, if go(F, G) is not coprime 
and g~(F, G) is a canonical GR, then go(F, G) = g~(F, G). f(s) and thus, 
0{go(F, G)} = c~{f(s)} +O{gc(F , G)}, which implies that 7r = O{f(s)} +Tr 
or that O{f(s)} = 0. This clearly leads to a contradiction. • 
Proof of Theorem ~.1. By Theorem 3.2, rank {Pc(F,G)} = Tr + 1 and 
t thus if rank {Pc(F, G)} = 1, then rr = }--~'~j=l r5 = 0 and either It(F, G) = 
0, or all rmi are 0; clearly, this proves sufficiency, whereas necessity follows 
from Theorem 3.2. • 
Proof of Corollary ~.1. The condition rank{Pc(F, G)} = 1 implies sF -  
~n n,.N'r(F, G) {0} and thus the G E £m,n and thus T~ --- 0. Since p = = 
pencil has no cmi. This is clearly equivalent o that Cp(F,G) E R(;:)[s], 
i.e., g~(F,G) E R[s]. Given that a (F ,G)  = n/  for such pencils and p = 
n = nf + noo = a(F,G) + no~, it follows that noo = n - a(F,G) and if 
n = c~(F, G) all ed. are finite, otherwise the total sum of infinite zero orders 
is n - a (F ,  G) .  • 
£n Proof of Corollary ~.2. Since (sF - G) E f~m,,~ it follows that p = 
nf  + n~ + rc, a(F, G) = nf  + Tc. 
(i) If nf = 0, then from the above we have a(F, G) = Tc = rank{P~ 
(F, G)} - 1 and this proves the necessity if we take into account 
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Corollary 3.4. To prove the sufficiency, let assume that  nf > 0; 
clearly, ¢(F,  G) = nf + ~ = % and thus nf = 0, which contradicts 
the assumption. 
(ii) From (3.16) we have that  sF - G c £m,,~, then n~ = p - a(F,  G) 
and thus n~ = 0, then p = a(F,  G), which proves the necessity. To 
e~ ~(F, G), prove sufficiency we assume that  sF - G E £m,,~ and p = 
but rJoo > 0. Then since p = n~ +nf  +r~ and nf = a(F,  G) - T~, we 
have that p = n~ + a(F,  G) - T~ + r~ = noo + p and thus no~ = 0, 
which once more leads to a contradiction• 
(iii) By combining the proofs of parts (i) and (ii) the last part follows. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Note that  for w = (io + k l , . . . ,p  + k~) the 
corresponding minor is defined entirely by the ~ = (kl, ...,k~) set of row 
indices of G(s), that  is, {T(s)} -~- = {G(s)} ~)- • ID(s)l. If C ~ is the subma- (p) @) 
trix of C associated with the ~ set of rows, then by using the Schur formula 
we have  
I sE = is E_  AI " ] _ A C~(sE A)-IBI -C  ~ 0 
= I (s)l. = = 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let ~, = w 1 tD W2. Then the corresponding 
x ~ minor is defined by 
• ID(s ) l ,  
where (I~)~1 denotes the # x ~submatr ix  of I5 defined by Wl = ( i l , . . . ,  i~) 
row indices and (G(s)) ~2 denotes the v x p submatrix of G(s) corresponding 
to the 0)2 set of row indices of T(s), or w2 = (k l , . . . ,  k.) set of row indices 
of G(s). Given that  ( I~)~' is equivalent by column permutations to [I~, 0], 
then if wl =(Jl , . . .  , j . ) ,  u = ~-  # is the complementary sequence of wl in 
(~), then from the Laplace expansion of determinants we have 
[ ] . . . .  
[a(s) 
where {G(s )}~ is the u × u submatrix of G(s) defined by the ~2 set of 
rows and ~1 set of columns of G(s). By using now the Schur formula for 
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determinants  we have that  
I ] :o  l E- At., - l 
= IP(s)l. {G(s)}~. 
By combining the last three condit ions the result follows. 
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